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Hope Trilogy: Sacred Sinners MC- Texas Chapter
When life gives you lemons, it's time for shots of tequila. That's my new saying in life, and trust me, life has handed me lots
of lemons. My name is Danielle DeChenne, and for eighteen years I took every punch "destiny" threw at me. Now I'm no
longer a naive girl. Traumatic abuse will do that to you. I was forced to grow up too fast, and the one person I depended onthat gorgeous Marine, Zane-turned his back on me. So now I say screw the lemonade and just give me a bottle of Jack
Daniel's, because I don't believe in destiny anymore. There is no pre-destined path set out for each of us. That crap doesn't
exist. Sometimes bad things happenit's just how the world works. It sucks, but you have to pick yourself up and get on with
your life. Even if it's an impossible task. I'm done sitting around and waiting for my life to change or something good to fall
in my lap. It took me awhile to understand, but once I stopped being the doormat for destiny, it was time for me to take
control. Now I decide where I go in life and what will happen. It won't always be pretty, it will sometimes hurt like hell, but I
will make sure I live my life to the fullest Then the gorgeous Marine from my past returned with a vengeance-except this
time, I was ready for him. It's time to rewrite destiny.

Naughty Secrets
BrittanyHe watched me from afar for over a year.Everywhere I went, he was there. His eyes on me.Little by little, he got
closer. He stalked his preyand that prey was me.But I wanted to be caught.I wanted to be his.I wanted him just as much as
he wanted me.So I gave into him.I was his.DerekShe was mine.She had been from the second her eyes connected with
mine from across the room.I waited. I watched and when she was ready, she became mine.She owned all of me, heart and
soul, and I owned every single piece of her.Problem was, someone else decided they wanted her too.But nobody threatens
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her and lives to tell the story.

Hell's Knights
New Years is the time for new beginnings. I thought I'd gotten that when I visited Texas over Thanksgiving. Then again, very
little has changed. I'm still a librarian living in the same house. My daughters are growing up fast. Sure, I've acquired a new
best friend who's convinced me it's time to give dating a fair shot. Which isn't exactly easy when I'm pregnant with an
Asshole's baby. Does that complicate matters? Sorta. But there's nothing left for me to do except move on. The jagged
edges of my shattered heart have been polished. Questions answered, and blank holes from my past plugged. Now I'm
ready to take the plunge into uncharted waters, to build a happier life until a bomb comes along and tests my strength like
never before. Nobody fucks with my family and gets away with it. Not even you.

Storm (Storm MC #1)
Hopeful Whispers
Revisit the fifth book in Tiffany Reisz’s fan-favorite Original Sinners series, where Nora Sutherlin, Manhattan’s most famous
dominatrix, was merely a girl called Eleanor… Rebellious, green-eyed Eleanor never met a rule she didn’t want to break.
She’s sick of her mother’s zealotry and the confines of Catholic school, and declares she’ll never go to church again. But her
first glimpse of beautiful, magnetic Father Marcus Stearns—Søren to her and only her—and his lust-worthy Italian
motorcycle is an epiphany. Eleanor is consumed—yet even she knows being in love with a priest can’t be right. But when
one desperate mistake nearly costs Eleanor everything, it is Søren who steps in to save her. When she vows to repay him
with complete obedience, a whole world opens before her as he reveals to her his deepest secrets that will change
everything. Danger can be managed—pain, welcomed. Everything is about to begin. “I worship at the altar of Tiffany Reisz!
Whip smart, sexy as hell—The Original Sinners series knocked me to my knees.” —New York Times bestselling author
Lorelei James Originally published in 2014

Billionaire's Dilemma - Part 3
Life is simply life. It's unfair and sometimes cruel. I should know. Since the moment I first drew breath, I was an orphan.
Unwanted. Unloved. The small blonde girl everyone picked on. My story isn't one of happiness, if that's what you're
thinking. The person I love most in the world is gone. And in the darkness I've been reborn, into a person I don't recognize.
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Her name's Rosie. In the beginning, when our love first began, that name meant something different. That's when the light
won, always overcoming the dark. Where hope and happiness flourished. Now it means. death for those who harm. I love
this new me as much as anyone without a soul can love something. Life is simply life and with it comes vengeance.
Warning: Contains adult content, graphic violence, and dark emotional scenarios that may trigger some readers. Proceed
with caution. You have been warned. First book of the Wrecked Duet.- which can be read as a standalone set. For the best
reading experience, read Books #1-#3 of Sacred Sinners- Texas Chapter series to avoid spoilers.

Chaos Bound
Madison Cole walked away from the violence of the Storm Motorcycle Club even though her father was the president and
her brother is the VP. Now the club is being threatened and they send the one member to bring Madison home who has the
power to destroy everything she has worked so hard to build.

Heaven's Sinners
Determined to remove herself from the rules regulations of her overbearing religious parents, Avery escapes to college and
is determined to make it on her own. Working as a bartender, and mere weeks before her college graduation, she finds
herself face to face with thirty members of an Outlaw Motorcycle Club. She had no idea when the President of the club
walked in she'd go weak in the knees for the gorgeous tattooed biker. Axton (aka Slice) is the President of the Selected
Sinners MC. At the onset of a huge gun deal with a notorious prison gang, he has no time or desire to have a woman in his
life. Abused by his Hell's Angel father as a child, and wronged by every woman in his past, Axton has one devotion - the MC.
After finding out he needs Avery's Criminal Justice education and her linguistic skills to assist in making the gun deal a
success, Axton reluctantly approaches her to act as his interpreter. Hoping to win Axton over, Avery attempts to turn off her
smart mouth, turn on her charm, and become his woman of interest; even if it means sacrificing a level of independence
she's grown accustomed to. But when the gun deal goes to hell in an hand basket, both Avery and Axton are left wondering
what their next move may be.

Making the Cut
Cambio Todelli is a former Marine. He is also Italian, muscular, and simply gorgeous. He is a walking aphrodisiac with a
romantic heart, a caring soul, and an extremely short fuse. When he saved me from a certain trip to prison one day, I knew
he was "Toad," the Sergeant at Arms for the Selected Sinners MC, I could read the patches on his cut But I had no idea he
was broken. Sydney Shephard has no family, no home, and no job. She is homeless, penniless, an orphan, and living in her
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car Despite everything being against her, she's the happiest woman I've ever seen. And the most beautiful. The day I pulled
her out of a bad situation, she got a second chance in life. Now I want a chance at her. But she only does relationships, and
I don't do relationships.

The Saint
Shocked by an act of bravery, and intrigued by a stranger's good looks and demanding demeanor, Emily Stewart agrees to
let a man walk her to her car. She had no idea at the time that this was exactly what Jackson Shephard had hoped for.
Jackson "Big Jack" Shephard rides with the Hell's Fury MC. He's big, not afraid of any man, and goes to great lengths to
provide protection to his club brothers and those he loves. He lives by a code most men couldn't begin to understand. He's
faithful in life and love, and he never breaks a promise. Emily "Em" Stewart knows Jack is inherently different in all regards.
Em has never had a man provide her with enough excitement, praise, or variety to keep her attention for long. As a result,
she's never had a relationship. Until that night when a muscular tattooed biker steps in to her life and 'takes care of' the
abuser. Jack can only be with one type of woman; the type who lets him call the shots in the bedroom. Emily agrees to an
exclusive relationship, because her heart and being know no other way and because Jack isn't one to cheat, lie, or do
anything but love completely and love HARD. There's one BIG problem. An undercover ATF agent. Will this shatter what
they've built, will the walls crumble, and will Jack go to prison? If he does will their bond survive?

Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God
The MC Bear Mates Complete Collection (BBW Bear Shifter Biker Romance Series Box Set)
Jackson is always considered the "Softie". He is the first to help people out when they're in need. He's the President of the
Hell's Knights and is tired of being treated like a pushover. He wants to show the guys just how much of a sinner he can be.
Serenity has a dark past. Secrets haunt her and she has no way of escaping them. Hogan is the only family she knows, and
life with him is brutaland it's about to get worse. He sends her on a mission. On a mission to destroy the Hell's Knights and
Heaven's Sinners. Can she pretend with a club she doesn't know, or will she betray Hogan?

Otis
The world’s wealthiest people didn’t get rich by accident. Whether by smart investment, sharp business intuition, or a
combination of talent, grit and circumstance, billionaires have done something right. Or they had a whole lot of luck—a crapPage 4/17
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load of it. Tag, Melanie, and their motley crew of friends begin investing in the revival of Katrina’s bar in hopes of turning it
into a potential chain. Unfortunately for Tag and his friends, his father and the man’s conniving lawyer manage to weasel
their way into swiping the bar from underneath them –making Tag realize just how much control his father has on him. Now,
Tag must act fast in order to save Katrina’s bar. To add to his growing list of troubles, his father is trying to buy up his
grandfather’s floral shop and the mysterious Mr. Romeo is contacting him and his younger brother Sam. How will Tag and
Melanie handle it when all of his father’s lies and crimes are out in the open? Will they be able to finally bring the man to his
knees, or will they only dig themselves deeper into despair?

The Original McGuffey's Eclectic Series
In a world ruled by fickle Goddesses, these Bear Shifter Bikers purse their Fated Mates. The MC Bear Mates Vol 1 Box Set is
here! Contains the following novels: MARS: Mars Donner is tall, dangerous and brutally loyal. His golden eyes melt panties
and make men get out of his way. He'd done his fair share of dirt, and even put a few people in the dirt, but he had lines he
wouldn't cross. As long as he had his MC, his cut and his hog, he thought he could get through anything. Then he met his
Fated Mate, and he knew there was no line he wouldn't cross for her. Annette Vogel is an investigative journalist and no
stranger to chasing a story. Freshly back from Afghanistan, her therapist tells her that she needs to take it easy, that
working through PTSD is a process. But Adrenaline junkies don't take it easy, and when she gets wind of a human trafficking
circle she has to go after the story. But crossing those kinds of people can have deadly consequences, especially when the
story starts chasing her. MUNDO: Jimmy "Mundo" Aston always found himself deep in the sh*t. Whether it was going at it
with rival bikers or cops, he never let his opponent get the better of him. This attitude was why he found himself in jail,
eager to get out and back with his Club. Three hots and a cot weren't bad, and at over six feet tall he knew no one would
try any funny business. So really it was just getting through the boredom, until he met her. Christie Lockheart didn't believe
in love. She didn't believe in chances. She'd lost loves to chance and thought they could go to hell for all she cared. She
could at least focus on her work, the one thing that kept her grounded. As a dentist for the County Corrections department
she went from jail to jail to treat inmates. Not a glamorous job, but she thought she was beyond glamor at this point. Until
she met Mundo Aston, and their brief interaction left her with lots of questionsand the desire to take a chance again. Just as
they try to put together a normal life, the evil stalking the Nomads MC strikes again! KIKO: Kiko had thought he'd seen
everything, but when the parade of young ladies came streaming out of the shipping container, their hair stuck to their
scalps and reeking of God-knows-what, he felt sick to his stomach. He knew it was stupid to draw the line here after years
of using violence and force like most people use language. But the line was drawn, and he knew he wouldn't cross this one.
Now these women were under the protection of The Nomads, and the Ukrainian Mob would be in for a very bloody fight if
they thought they could force these women to do anything. And there was one who was something special USA Today
Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter Romance novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam!
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Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each other!

Enslaved by the Ocean
Sex. Who really knows sex? I mean, we've all had sex, great sex even but when you get down to the details, how many of
us actually see sex for the raw, primal act that it is? I thought I knew sex. I've had sex. Heck, I've felt lust. Once, I've even
felt love. I thought I knew exactly what sex was. Until I met Cade. He's the meaning of sex. He's a biker. He's dangerous.
He's powerful. He's dominant. He wants me. My world is about to change, for the better? I don't know. But here's my story, I
hope you're ready for it because it's not the beautiful, heart wrenching story most people have to tell. It's passionate,
forbidden, morally incorrect and downright, fucking beautiful.

Lane
I'm not going anywhere Natalie Rock star. Farmer. Husband. Hero. He was my heart, my soul, my future. My everything.
Sam Hot sexy teacher. Best friend. Wife. I loved her from the moment I saw her. My world. Ten years ago tragedy destroyed
us. I threw myself into my farm, hoping time would heal the wound. Instead, I got lost in my work and drifted away from my
beautiful wife. I thought nothing could bring Natalie back to me. Until I find out that she's in the local bar with the town's
most eligible bachelor. It’s now or never. My second chance. I'll do whatever it takes to remind Natalie that what we once
had is only the beginning of what we can be. And that this is forever. Naughty Shorts from New York Times bestselling
author, Sarah Castille, are quick delicious bites of dirty and sweet romance that will give you all the feels. Set in a small
town, and inspired by stories about everyday couples, these sexy second chance novellas contain a little naughty, a lot of
heart, and a happily ever after. Naughty Shorts series: Naughty Desires Naughty Wishes Naughty Secrets Naughty
Cravings"If you like Alexa Riley, Jenika Snow or Hannah Ford, you'll love this!" "A sexy and sassy quick read." - The Reading
Café "Wow, please let me give this book more then 5 stars." - Laid Back Book Bitches "Sexy and steamy…sweet and
engaging…I cannot wait to read more!" - Sultry Sirens Book Blog "The sexiness factor will WOW you! I am hooked on these
stories." - Crystal's Book World "I love how Sarah Castille manages to pack oodles of FEELS in such a short story." - Sam,
Goodreads Reviewer "An inspiring…heartbreaking story." - Beyond the Covers Blog Second Chance, Small Town, Hot
Romance, Blue Collar Hero, Contemporary Romance, Naughty Shorts, Alpha Hero, Feisty Heroine, Montana, Marriage, Sarah
Castille, New York Times bestselling author, Short Stories, Novella, Short Reads, BBW, Women's Fiction

Hard Corps
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Naughty Shorts Box Set: Books 1-3
HE'S HELL ON WHEELS. Tall, dark, and dangerously handsome, Zane "Tracker" Colter is the strong, silent type of tattooed
muscle biker who drives women wild. But as a master of strategy for the outlaw MC club, Sinner's Tribe, he doesn't have
time to play around with groupies and biker chicks-especially when he can't stop thinking about Evie, the girl who got away
SHE'S PLAYING WITH FIRE. Evie's been in love with Zane ever since they were children-until he broke her heart and
disappeared. Now he's back in her life, bigger and badder than ever. Zane is stunned by how beautiful and confident Evie's
become, using her artistic talent to customize motorcycles. He wants her so bad, he'd ride through fire to win her back.
There's one problem: Evie is dating his deadliest rival-the leader of the Black Jacks-and if Evie and Zane hook up, there'll be
hell to pay in Sinner's Steel. Sarah Castille's Sinner's Tribe series is: "Raw, rugged, and romantic." -Eden Bradley, New York
Times bestselling author "A sexy and dangerous ride!"-Roni Loren, New York Times bestselling author

Beyond the Cut
Once a PLAYER, always a player? Book 1 “It’s all about you,” he said to the little one beside him. “All I need is to take care
of you…and to make lots of money for the both of us.” Brodie Rogan’s baby-mama only wanted one thing from Brodie: his
money. Since she wanted nothing to do with his son, billionaire player Brodie must prepare to face a new role in life, single
fatherhood, with a strong emphasis on single. Feeling disgruntled and abandoned by the mother of his child, the former
playboy has no plans to get involved with any new bunnies anytime soon, if ever. After all, what’s the point of being rich if
he has to worry all the time about being taking advantage of? When his tiny Thomas arrives, it is that new life rather than
dead presidents that now dictates the terms of Brodie’s life, at least until he meets Cara Rodriguez, a walking, talking
breath of fresh air, with a scorching hot body. Brodie only lets his guard down enough for a one-night stand, but little does
he know that Cara will turn out to be good for him and his precious son. As hard as he tries, he cannot fight the heat and
passion he feels when he’s around her. Just when things appear to be perfect, will Brodie’s player ways ruin the best thing
he and his little Thomas could have ever hoped for, or will Cara overlook his imperfections and love the billionaire and his
baby? Book 2 What if your best chance for blistering passion is also a one-in-a-billion, unrealistic one? Julie Corbin is a
stunning, successful nurse, but she’s all alone in the sexy city of Washington, DC. She was sure the last guy who hit on her
couldn’t have possibly taken her seriously, but he certainly captured her deepest desires. In fact, he made her want more
than any man ever had. The very delicious, very single billionaire Brodie Rogan is also a new father who just so happens to
be Julie’s former boss. After a tumultuous parting of ways, one thing after another leads them back to each other. Two
lonely people with so much going for them, they learn they share more than just a love for dance. Their chemistry is so
powerful and erotic that they can’t keep their hands off each other. In their secret moments, they’re driven to new heights
to which neither has dared travel before. While Julie can’t stop fantasizing about a future with the wealthy, powerful Brodie,
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it is Mr. Rogan’s shady past that she’s caught up in, and that comes at a high price. Just as she reaches the crescendo,
when she is at her all-time happiest, she has devastating run-ins with the mother of Brodie’s child and his last lady love.
Overcome with jealousy and insecurity, Julie begins to doubt Brodie, and he suddenly loses his Prince Charming appeal. Will
Brodie’s pesky past be enough to put an end to their fiery affair? Can Julie really bear to walk away from that romantic,
magical world the dashing billionaire has to offer, or will she be seduced by those enchanting lips that beg her for one more
chance? Book 3 Of all the reckless things that single dad and billionaire Brodie Rogan’s done in his life, giving the woman he
loves a job with him is at the top of the list. Julie Corbin meant what she said when she said goodbye, so Brodie feels like he
has no other choice than to plant a false ad for a too-good-to-be-true job and to wait for sweet Julie to take the bait. It all
goes perfectly until it blows up in his face. Can Brodie fix this one? Or maybe the billionaire’s money can’t make this one
right. Search Terms: melody anne billionaire bachelors series, billionaire romance, single dad, hot dad, billionaire obession,
billionaire boss, the Boss, Managing the Bosses, love, hot steamy, sweet romance, sexy hero, sexy, fake, fake girlfriend,
fake boss, big beautiful woman, fictio, cancer, love and life, contemporary romance, new adult, romance, billionaire, Alpha
male romance, Alpha Bad Boy, bad boy, hot doctores, hot romance, hot and steamy, famos actor, happily ever after, true
love, billionaire romanc, sw

Derek
"Vince" is a member of the Selected Sinners MC, an enforcer, and an administrator of justice. He is the real-life book
boyfriend most women dream of. Handsome, tattooed, covered in muscles, and very alpha, he appears to be a dream come
true. One thing most of his MC brothers do not realize about him is that he spends his nights reading romance novels, and
has since he was a kid. He lives by a set of moral standards most men wouldn't even dream of attempting, and enjoys
Sunday dinners with his mother and her dog. Sienna Boyco is a book reviewer who enjoys music, wine, and reviewing
books; primarily MC Romance novels. She has dreamt of one day being swept off her feet by the men she reads about in
her books. One night, after two bottles of wine and two book reviews, her doorbell rings. And on her front porch stands a
stranded biker. A trip to the gas station leads to a talk about books, and a friendship develops. But after divorcing his wife
of 15 years for cheating, Vince has very little trust in women and no interest in a relationship. Sienna, on the other hand,
will take what she can get and hope in time things will change. Is it possible for a book reviewer with no history of criminal
activity or violence to actually fall in love with a real life biker? Sienna intends to find out.

Barely Undercover
After fighting in the war for 12 years, Alec "A-Train" Jacob returns to the United States to find out while he was away, things
changed drastically at home. In an effort to find peace of mind - and hopefully a new beginning - he rides his motorcycle
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from Wichita, Kansas to Austin, Texas. Filled with a desire to continue to protect those who he sees as a victim, he's always
quick to step in and assist anyone in need. Through a newfound friend, he meets a woman who was the victim of as random
act of violence. Initially, he hopes for nothing in return but the satisfaction of helping her. Katie "Bug" Ripton is attempting
to quietly recover from being the victim of an assault. When she meets Alec, she sees a man who is kind, considerate, and
not only capable of comforting her, but willing to protect her from harm. Apart, their lives are empty and seem to be
haunted by the memories of their pasts.

Ex-Con
Republication of the 1830's McGuffey readers. Includes the following books: Primer, Pictorial Primer, First Reader, Second
Reader, Third Reader, Fourth Reader, Progressive Speller and Parent Teacher Guide (by Ruth Beechick).

Money Shot
Spike knows tragedy. He knows that feelings are better left hidden. He refuses to put his heart out there again. It's not a
feeling he ever wants to experience a second time around. But then there's Ciara, the sister of his desceased wife. An old
friend, his first love, and a girl determined to fix what was broken between them. She wants to reform an old friendship, but
Spike won't have a bar of it. Who will win the battle of the wills?

Precarious
Outlaw's Hope is a Full Length, Standalone MC Romance. No cliffhangers here, just happy endings! TOMMY I might be the
newly made Vice President of Viper's Bite MC, but I'm getting out. The sooner the better. Just me, my bike, and the target
on my back, riding off into the sunset. Because even a death sentence is preferable to the mess the new club President will
get us into. Then she walks into the strip joint I run, looking for a job. Tara. A girl with a stripper's name, but the face of an
angel. I want her. In the lying-under-me-and-moaning-my-name kind of way. That part I understand. It's the part about
wanting to protect her from whatever she's running from and make sure no one ever hurts her again, that's new to me.
She's looking at me like she wants the same thing. But she keeps pushing me away. Smart girl. I should leave her be. I have
no room for passengers on the back of my bike. Though for her curvy body, I could make an exception. Outlaw's Hope is a
standalone, full length MC biker romance novel, which contains steamy sex scenes, and deals with disturbing themes that
may be uncomfortable for some readers. Intended for 18+ audiences.

Billionaire's Baby - Player's Club Complete Box Set
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They say there's a fine line between love and hate. There is. I fell in love with a monster. He used me. He destroyed me. He
made a fool out of me. I didn't know it at the start. You never do. You think you have found the man of your dreams. You
think nothing could break you apart. How wrong you are. I loved Marcus Tandem with everything that was me. To him, I was
just a business deal, a way to keep something he'd worked hard for. He never had any intentions of returning my affections.
He never wanted me in his life. But I wanted him in mine. When you fall in love with the devil, you expect to get burned.
Marcus burned me. He consumed me. He devastated me. Somewhere inside, I knew he was no good. I just prayed having
me in his life might be enough. I hold onto that small hope, that maybe, just maybe, somewhere deep down in his soul, he
might love me too. Someday.

Hopelessly Devoted
Indigo temporarily escapes her troubles aboard a private yacht with her best friend Eric. After an onboard fire strands them
in the Atlantic Ocean, they are taken hostage by modern-day pirates and Indigo tries to resist her immediate attraction to
their captain Hendrix.

Outlaw's Hope (a Viper's Bite MC Novel Book 1)
This box set contains three sexy second chance romances. Naughty Shorts from New York Times bestselling author, Sarah
Castille, are quick delicious bites of dirty and sweet romance that will give you all the feels. Set in a small town, and
inspired by stories about everyday couples, these sexy second chance novellas contain a little naughty, a lot of heart, and a
happily ever after. Book 1: Naughty Desires I'll do anything to get her back. Fifteen years ago she crashed into me at a bus
stop. It was love at first stumble. We fell in love quickly and wildly. It was everything that neither of us had experienced
before and we got married as soon as possible. But what happens when life changes everything? When you start feeling
unworthy of your brilliant wife? I've shared almost everything about myself with Lily - except my dark desires. I can feel her
slipping away from me, but I won't let her go. I've got one chance to show her who I really am, what I really want, and all
the games I like to play. Book 2: Naughty Wishes This is one birthday I'll never forget I thought my birthday would be the
same as always, with little more than a scribbled card from my boys and a mumbled acknowledgement from my husband,
Dan. So when Dan slips a note under my pillow with an invitation for something new, I am a little shocked. And a lot
interested. While another man will never enter my heart, I am not opposed to having one join us in the bedroom. It's one of
my biggest fantasies come to life - and like nothing we've ever tried before. But are we ready for fantasy to become reality?
Not all wishes should come true. It's only one night. What could possibly go wrong? Book 3: Naughty Secrets I'm not going
anywhere Natalie Rock star. Farmer. Husband. Hero. He was my heart, my soul, my future. My everything. Sam Hot sexy
teacher. Best friend. Wife. I loved her from the moment I saw her. My world. Ten years ago tragedy destroyed us. I threw
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myself into my farm, hoping time would heal the wound. Instead, I got lost in my work and drifted away from my beautiful
wife. I thought nothing could bring Natalie back to me. Until I find out that she's in the local bar with the town's most
eligible bachelor. It’s now or never. My second chance. I'll do whatever it takes to remind Natalie that what we once had is
only the beginning of what we can be. And that this is forever.

Rewriting Destiny
SHE'S HOLDING ON TIGHT. As a teen, Dawn ran from a life on the streets straight into the arms of Jimmy "Mad Dog"
Sanchez, a biker who promised to be her knight in shining armor. But his love was just another cage. Years later, Dawn's
former life still has its hooks in her and she'll do whatever it takes to break free. When Cade "Ryder" O'Connor, a member of
a rival club, makes her an offer, Dawn finds herself in a different, hotter kind of trouble with one irresistible Sinner WILL HE
GIVE HER THE RIDE OF HER LIFE?Cade is an outlaw biker with allegiance to one thing and one thing only: The Sinner's Tribe
Motorcycle Club. But when it comes to the stunningly sexy, fiercely independent Dawn Delgado, Cade finds himselfhungrier
for more. Trouble is on Dawn's heels and he wants to be the answer to her prayers, whether she wants him to be or not.
What can't be denied is the red-hot attraction between them. However, as they fall deeper, the danger rises and Cade may
have to sacrifice it allin Beyond the Cut by New York Times bestselling author Sarah Castille.

Hopelessly Shattered
Single Mother- check Dead Father- check Motherless Childhood- check Librarian- check Black Rimmed Glasses to Fit the Job
Description- check The Biggest A-hole in the World for an Ex- double check When you're born you never know what life will
throw at you. You just make the best of it no matter what happens. That's pretty much been my go-to since infancy. Then
the charming, bald headed, blue eyed, Brent came along and I thought all the suck in life had been flushed down the drain.
Ha! That's when my true journey began-motherhood. This is my story, on how I took life by the go-nads when I decided I
needed closure from my past-my father's sudden death in particular. But what happens next wasn't anything I expected It's
hopeless shattering.exciting scaryjoyfulpriceless and I owe it all to one man Bear, a chapter president of the Sacred Sinners
Motorcycle Club. Warning: Contains adult sexual content, the excessive use of the F-word, cheating, and whatever else that
makes it unsuitable for anyone under the age of 18. 1st Novel in a Duology - that could also be read as a possible
standalone.

Lethal
SAMANTHA (SAM) The only man I've ever loved stepped aside and let me go 15 years ago because I wanted to start a
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family. After moving as far away from him as possible, I now must return home for my mother's funeral. The problem with
going home is I'm single and I'm still deeply in love with Otis. Seeing him and not acting on my feelings would be
impossible, so my plan is to slip into town, take care of my deceased mother's affairs, and slip out unnoticed. One drink
should settle my nerves OTIS I'm the 6'-5" tattooed bad-ass that protects my 32 brothers in the Selected Sinners MC. An
undercover ATF agent has infiltrated our MC and threatens the security of our club. Determining which of my brothers is the
snitch and undoubtedly destined for his grave is my only focus. My only current love is the MC - I let the only woman I've
ever loved other than my mother slip away when I was 21 because I young and selfish. I'm 36 now, single, and plan on
staying that way. Not finding the snitch is driving me insane, I need a drink "Being inseparable doesn't define true love.
Being separated and having nothing change between you, however, does." AUTHORS NOTE: OTIS is a stand-alone MC Erotic
Romance with no cheating, no sharing partners, and a HEA. Be forewarned, the main characters in this book are both
agoraphiliacs. They enjoy sex in public places, especially if they think someone's watching. OTIS is Book III in a series of
true stand-alone MC Romance novels. No other book is required to enjoy this tale. The two previous book may be read as
stand-alones or together fully understand the complexity of the ancillary characters.

Taking the Heat
Kat After being raised by my asshole police officer father and my subservient mother, I went off to college with a penchant
for outlaw alpha males. I knew Dalton Biskette was in the Selected Sinners MC, and a bad boy; but the night he walked into
my bar I had no idea just how bad he really was. Covered in tattoos, muscles, and wearing his cut, he exuded masculinity
and sex from his every pore. On the first night he made me laugh, he made me uncomfortable, and he made me have sex
with him. Well, the last parts a lie, I wanted it more than he did. He was perfect in my eyes. My police officer father
disagrees And so does my former Marine ex-boyfriend who just got out of jail. Biscuit The license plate on my bike says it all
- RFOF - Ride, F*ck, Or Fight. I've never met a girl who made me feel she deserved my undivided attention until I met Kat.
She's beautiful inside and out, and she is able to take all I can sexually dish out without a moment's complaint. There's only
one problem, her father's a cop. And I hate cops. If he thinks he can stop me from fucking his daughter, he's dead wrong.
Dead wrong. HUNG is a stand-alone MC Romance with an HEA, no cheating, nor is there sharing of partners, but the sex is
detailed, graphically depicted, and frequent. This novel is a LOVE STORY and contains 71,000 words of action-packed erotic
romance. No other book is required to tell this tale. PLEASE be over 18 to enjoy this book. HUNG is book IV in the Selected
Sinners series of stand-alone full length novels

Knights' Sinner
My only goal is to keep my club safe at all cost. I don't let anyone in, and I never show weakness. All it takes is one
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vulnerable moment, and this world will chew you up and spit you out in bloody pieces. To survive, you need to be ruthless.
Cruel. Fuelled by vengeance and hate alone. It's the only wayit's our way. Jade, AKA the Ice Queen, thinks she can go
around and take down every MC she manages to infiltrate. But not ours.I will take her down to hell in order to protect the
Devil's Shadow, and if that means I have to burn alongside herthen so be it.

'Til Death A year ago if you told me I'd wind up where I am today, I'd have you committed for insanity. Now that I've opened Pandora's
Box and survived more than most have in their lifetime, Death has knocked on our doorstep and welcomed himself inside.
Learning that life isn't always fair comes at a price. The question is, how much do I have to pay before I get a real chance at
happiness, or am I destined to be alone forever?

MC Bear Mates Vol 1
Aggressive. Passionate. Dominant. These bad boy Bear Shifter bikers will do whatever it takes! 467,540 words, almost
1,000 Five Star Reviews! The MC Bear Mates Complete Collection is here! Contains the following novels: MARS MUNDO KIKO
Justiss And Graver MAJOR CHRIS SPYDER JARVIS JAYDEN USA Today Bestselling Author Becca Fanning brings you a Shifter
Romance novel box set packed full of action, intrigue and steam! Fated Mates have never been so right and wrong for each
other! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad
boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy
romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance,
shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf,
shapeshifter, wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love, outlaw, rebel, thrilling,
great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances,
freebie, free ebook, free novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero, complete series,
box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction, contemporary, current, new 2019, best of, breeding,
mating

Legal Heat
This is a single paperback of the entire Hope Trilogy in one convenient book. "This series is freakin phenomenal!! It is
beyond hot! You will be drawn in from page one! I hated coming to the end of each book!! I just wanted to crawl inside the
story and live it! The characters are so well written! This is one of my top 10 books!!" - Amazon Reviewer.-HOPELESSLY
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SHATTERED-Single Mother- ✔Dead Father- ✔Motherless Childhood- ✔Librarian- ✔Black Rimmed Glasses to Fit the Job
Description- ✔The Biggest A-hole in the World for an Ex- ✔✔When you're born you never know what life will throw at you.
You just make the best of it no matter what happens. That's pretty much been my go-to since infancy. Then the charming,
bald headed, blue eyed, Brent came along and I thought all the suck in life had been flushed down the drain. Ha! That's
when my true journey began--motherhood.This is my story, on how I took life by the go-nads when I decided I needed
closure from my past--my father's sudden death in particular. But what happens next wasn't anything I expected It's
hopeless shattering.exciting scaryjoyfulpriceless and I owe it all to one man Bear, a chapter president of the Sacred Sinners
Motorcycle Club.-HOPEFUL WHISPERS-Pregnant- ✔Single mother of two - ✔Biker best friend - ✔Ex that's still a D-Bag - ✔
✔New Years is the time for new beginnings. I thought I'd gotten that when I visited Texas over Thanksgiving. Then again,
very little has changed. I'm still a librarian living in the same house. My daughters are growing up fast. Sure, I've acquired a
new best friend, who's convinced me it's time to give dating fair shot. Which isn't exactly easy when I'm pregnant with an
As*hole's baby. Does that complicate matters? Sorta. But there's nothing left for me to do except move on. The jagged
edges of my shattered heart have been polished, questions answered, and blank holes from my past plugged. Now I'm
ready to take the plunge into uncharted waters to build a happier life until a bomb comes along and tests my strength like
never before. Nobody fu*ks with my family and gets away with it. Not even you.-HOPELESSLY DEVOTED-Pregnant- ✔Deaths
- ✔A Baby - ✔Stress that could make even the strongest woman crack - ✔ ✔A year ago if you told me I'd wind up where I am
today, I'd have you committed for insanity. Now that I've opened Pandora's Box and survived more than most have in their
lifetime, Death has knocked on our doorstep and welcomed himself inside. Learning that life isn't always fair comes at a
price. The question is, how much do I have to pay before I get a real chance at happiness, or am I destined to be alone
forever?Warning: Contains adult sexual content, the excessive use of the F-word, cheating, and whatever else that makes it
unsuitable for anyone under the age of 18.COMPLETE TRILOGY

Hung
Amelia I'm screwed. I'm screwed, plain and simple. How, you ask? This tattooed, bearded alpha popped into my life and
took it over, driving me insane. Am I complaining? Hell no. Do I love him? Yes, more than anything—and his daughter too.
Lane is everything to me. He came into my life when I needed him the most. I just didn’t know it at the time. He completes
me. He is someone I have waited for my whole life. Lane This five-foot-two, feistier-than-shit woman came into my life and
knocked me on my ass. She brings out every protective instinct I have, and I’m ready to go nuclear if someone even looks
at her. I love two people in this world more than life itself: Amelia and my daughter, Tiffany. Someone made the biggest
mistake of their life by trying to take them both away. Game on. **This book is book one in what will be a series of Interconnected standalones*
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Sinner's Steel
In darkness, we find danger. In danger, I find Beau. Ash is a prison guard, she's tough, she's strong and she never backs
away from a fight. She takes her job seriously, she takes her training seriously, and everything in her life goes as planned.
Until the day he is brought into the prison. She'll never forget meeting Beau 'Krypt' Dawson for the first time. He's a
member of the Jokers' Wrath MC and it is said he killed an innocent family in the middle of a cafe, in cold blood. Deranged.
Crazy. Psychotic. All those words describe the infamous Krypt, but Ash suspects there's far more to the quiet man than
meets the eye. Secrets are being hidden by the club, information is being kept under wraps. Krypt is silent for a reason. Ash
is desperate to know that reason. Continually fighting, Krypt is transferred to a high security prison. Ash is in charge. She's
always prepared, always alert. Not even her skills will stop the club from ambushing them and taking back Krypt. Only Ash
ends up right in the middle of it. They take her, too. Now she's stuck with a Motorcycle Club who are determined not to let
her go. She's too much of a risk. Until the situation can be sorted, they send her and Krypt into the mountains
together.alone. The dark, sexy, handsome biker will crawl into her soul and embed himself there. Changing her life forever.
An epic, dangerous love will be built on the foundations of darkness.

Wrecked & Restless
Love is a wild ride. After enduring months of torture at the hands of the Black Jacks MC, and betrayed by his own club, Holt
“T-Rex” Savage, a junior member of the Sinner’s Tribe Motorcycle Club, will stop at nothing to get revenge. But falling for a
beautiful woman with dangerous ties to his sworn enemy was never part of the plan Raised by the Black Jacks, Naiya Kelly
grew up fast, furiously, and with little to lose. But now that she’s put her MC days behind her, she is free to do what she
wants—until she meets a man who imprisons her, body and soul. She swore she’d never give her heart to a biker, but Holt
is the most passionate, protective man she’s ever known. But will Holt be forced to betray his one true love to exact his
revenge?

Rough Justice
Must read: Wrecked & Restless first. Last book of the Wrecked Duet.Once upon a time, my heart was broken. Wrecked
beyond repair. Then I met him, a man who wasn't like anyone before. Who didn't see the world like others saw it. He wasn't
supposed to fall in love with me. The girl nobody wanted. A soul destined to save others, when she couldn't save herself. I
didn't believe him when he said I was his. But darkness belongs with darkness. And love doesn't always equal pain. Maybe
fairytales do exist for women like me. A prince to hold bloodstained hands. Happiness to be found among the
wreckage.Warning: Contains adult sexual content, graphic violence, and dark emotional scenarios that may trigger some
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readers. Proceed with caution. You have been warned. Last book of the Wrecked Duet.- which can be read as a standalone
set. For the best reading experience, read Books #1-#3 of Sacred Sinners- Texas Chapter series to avoid spoilers.

Wrecked & Reclaimed
Raised for her father in a motorcycle gang, Arianne always was dreaming with a normal life but when she escapes her
father's domineering grasp, she finds herself at the mercy of the alpha leader of the notorious Sinner's Tribe. Jagger Knight
is a really strong man, but Arianne can't ignore their tempestuous attraction.
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